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CHAPrER I 
IlmtCDUCTION 
Work in parole with delinquent girls has been an 
area not considered in the realm of nursing. Nurses are not 
usually associated With agencies that have the connotation 
of being punitive but rather with those concerned with health 
care and health teaching. 
In a parole agency, offering services to delinquent 
girls, the key figure has alwaya been the social worker. It 
is Without choice that she has assumed the title of parole 
officer With its special connotations and implications. 
Nursing services have been ~nding to include the 
emotional as well as the phyaiosl aspects of patient care. 
The patient is no longer just a number on the bed, but a 
person who has a family and lives in a community setting. 
As we now look at our patient we are unable to divorce him 
from his total environment and think of him only in the 
singular. With our modern philosophies regarding the 
importance of mental and phyaical health, disease prevention 
and cure, we are inoreas1nsly becoming concerned abOut the 
effect of the patient upon his family and theirs upon him, 
in relation to his total phJBical and emotional well being. 
In view or the above statements the nurse then finds 
herself 1n the community-, as well as in the hospital, 
adm1n1ster1.ng services. lnitiall,y the nurse in COIIBI1unity-
work placed her emphasis on the pb.raical care of the patient, 
but here~ as in other areas, the shift to inclllde mental 
health concepts in her te&ch112p has been marked. With the 
morbidit.r and mortalit.r rates dim1Diah1ng and family 
emotional dis turbe.ncea on the upgrade the nurse is tsced 
with new problems and therefore must find new tools for her 
profession. 
C&plan's theor.r of "carriers" of emotional 111 health 
in the familY' and community is becoming more widely recog-
nized in medical and social fields. He explains how ke.r 
people 1n a familY', such as mothers, ts there, siblings or 
other relatives, can produce auoh emotionally unhealthy 
concepts and att1tooes, that they can be tranamitted like 
tJPhoid or other co!llllunicable diseases. As in tJPhoid, the 
carrier does not become ill, but transmits his illness or 
disturbanCe to others in the family- or commun1ty.1 It this 
concept can be accepted, ought we not consider that the 
delinquent's family may- fall into this category-? We may-
laerald C&plan, ~n'l ~1 th As'!cta or ecMt Work in Public Health, editedy ut oeper, .s.W: ( r ey, 
cal!t.a brilversity- of California, June, 1955), p. 273. 
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not know the origin ot the illness or its total cycle, but 
we do see the evidences of it in the behavior of the 
delinquent child. What does exist certainly is not healthy, 
espeoiall7 tor the girl, tor she is the one who reed ves the 
punisbalant • 
Perhaps one would consider the delinquent girl as a 
client and not as a patient, but when we speak of emotional 
health or emotional ill health we imply patient and patient 
oare. Work with the delinquent &11"1 has been considered 
O&lle work rather than patient oare, for the delinquent girl 
usuall7 has not been treated for her problems 1n the 
hospital and then sent back into the cOI'IIIIlUnit7 tor follow-up 
c&reJ nor does the delinquent usually seek medical advice 
tor the solution ot her probla. • Thus, society has been 
tre&tine; the ills of the delinquent child for they have been 
the buttress for her acts. The delinquent with her ant1-
soo1al behavior, 1n the e7es ot society, has been 
considered and often treated u a or1m1nal rather than a 
seriously deprived adolescent seeking adJustment. This 
latter statement does not 1118an to impl7 that this is how 
social wol"lceA feel, police teel, p&J'Chiatr1sta feel or even 
how Judges feel, but rather it indicates how societ7 feels. 
Due to the perpetuation ot this teeline;, the delinquent child 
has bec01118 the focus of law entoroine; agencies and of penal 
institutions • 
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The writer would like to engage the attention of 
other professions and. of society in general toward consider• 
ing the delinquent not only as a client, but as a patient. 
It 1e not her intention to intringe upon the area of social 
work or upon the profeasiorw.l rights of the social worker, 
but rather to demonstrate bow nurses and. social workers may 
cooperatively give effective services to the delinquent girl 
Statement Of th! Problem 
Community nursing service has been concerned with 
patients and their health problema for a number of years. 
The nurse in this area has maintained a definite, usually 
positive, statue throughQut 11108t cOIIIDunities. She knows 
something about nutrition, sauething about obstetrics and 
pediatrics, something about psJohiatry and. social work, yet 
she 1s not a specialist in any one ot these areas. Many 
have branched ott into the various specialities, but as a 
rule the former usually hOlda as being true. Due to her 
peculiar professional role the nurse has become greatly 
involved with her families. Her great personal investment 
ha8 been an aeaet for abe knows much about her families and 
c011111unity living that may help other professional workers. 
Her professional distance from her patients is not aa great 
as the distance between patients and other workers. The 
closeness she has 1a also a liability in the sense that the 
nurse and the patient feel as thOugh they belong together 1 
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the nurae developing a one family complex and the patient 
developing a one worker complex. 'l'hia does not help to 
close the gap between patient and other members of the 
2 health team. 
Since the nurse ha8 a special niche, of long stand-
ing, in the l1 ves or co11111Un1 ty members , it 1a perhaps she 
who can be lllOSt effective in working as a liaison person 
between agencies or other members or the health team. In 
th1nk1ng ot deUnquency as a health problem and the nurse as 
a health worker J perhaps some or the probleme that the 
delinquent girl presents oan be beat solved with the addition 
ot a new member world.ng in this area, precisely the nurse. 
It 1B with thiS in mind that my problem will be stated as1 
An axplora tory study or the role ot the nurse in a 
reciprocal relationship with social workers rendering 
o"""PW11ty services to Juvenile delinquent mothers. 
Justification ot the Problem 
According to the literature and to my own knowledge, 
work in a parole agency, giving services to delinquent girls, 
is maiden territory for the nurse. It is therefore felt that 
interpretation or her role in that setting in relationship to 
other team members and her patients is fUndamental. 
2Ibid.' p. 224 • 
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In addition to the above, the nurse can perhaps 'be 
accepted by the delinquent girl due to her title alone and 
its particular implications, as it fits the girls 1 own trame 
of reference. The nurses' traditional professional role has 
l'Jeen one or help1Jlg, renderillg services to, rather than that 
ot puniabing. Her title of ruaoae alone can perhaps be part 
ot her armor in the 'battle aga1nat del1nqueno7. The writer 
doetl not mean to imply that the zwrae 18 more effective in 
helping the delinquent girl than other allied professions; 
but perhaps her initial acceptance may be greater l'Jecause 
she is not hampered by the title parole officer. 
We muat be aware that tbe delinquent girl will 
peroe1 ve each worlartr differently and each worker will see 
herself differently 1n relation to the child. With more than 
one discipline working in the same area, it will often appear 
that one may 'be impinging upon the professional rights of 
the other and using the same tools and techniques that are 
usually regarded as belonging to their profession. For 
ezample, counseli.ng does not belong to the counselor alone. 
Paychiatrists counsel, social workers counsel, as do nurses, 
teachers and parents. What we muat be cogniZant or, are the 
different approaches used by the various disciplines and lay 
people, as well as the variety Of interpretations that are 
derived by the counselee. Usually people discuss what they 
feel is appropriate to the particular counselor. Due to the 
latter factor, much necessary information, that may be 
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helpful to the person, is left unsaid. In interdisciplinary 
settiJ:Ip tb1a problem is acmswtat alleviatedJ for the peraon 
aa,. rany things to -~ people and all are at~le to combine 
thoughts and actions to arrive at one or IIIBnY waya to beat 
meet tbe needa ot the individual concerned. 
Combining forces should therefore help develop a 
oonmaurloation ayatem whereby a great deal or sharing or 
1n1'orat1on oan be facilitated, In this way the nurse and 
social worker can possibly make more adequate plans ot care 
for the Juvenile dellr¥~uent girl. 
The way in which the nurse penetrates into the 
patient 1s environment has a1wa111 represented a mutual 
closeneas between patient and nurse. This idea of closeness 
follows the nurse in all ot her settings. 'l'he patient f'eell 
more d.1atant from the other profeas1ona1 workers and reels 
they are on a level abOve her, but she generally th1nk8 of 
the nur~~e as being on her level. This allows for freer 
cODIIIIUn1oat1on with little teftll1on. Tbua the nurse is felt 
as being a "wise" sister and others are often categorized as 
parent figures • 
C&plan feels that the concept of' the nurae as a 
"wiae" sister implies a higher professional standard o.r 
professional education for the nurae. To be able to use the 
term "w1ae" for the nurse, her educa'tion must be carefully 
planned or executed so that she '111Ay retain or develop the 
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necessary emotional qualities to be a sister to her patient. 
Thia lllUSt be done so tbat the techniques she uses with her 
patients do not increase her peychological distance from the 
patient •3 Perhaps this can be one way in whioh the delinquent 
girl will peroei ve the nuHe. 
The nurae is able to work as a liaison person betwee 
patient and social worker. l11e can interpret or redefine ~he 
role of the parole Officer to the girl so that a broader 
umerstaming will ensue. 
The Ph18ioal care ot the delinquent girl is essential 
to her total health. The mD'Se 11 able to help the girl 
solve her special health problema aa they arise am maintain 
adequate health standards. To the pregnant girl, the nurse 
can give apec1al guidance in the areas ot maternal am child 
health. The 111Ul'Darous emotional factors involved in pregnancy 
will be 111Ql'e complicated am JJIOI'e firmly established in the 
deprived mother or the delinquent. As a result ot this the 
girl, whether married or unmarried,. will need specialized 
gu1c1ance throughout this period. 
Joint efforts am cooPeration between nurse am sooia 
worker will facilitate the pregnancy as well as the girls' 
total adJustment to her child, her family am the oOIIIDunity. 
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Scope anrl L:l.m1tat1ons 
Scope 
This study will be concerned primarily With the nurse 
anct social worker giVing serVices to delinquent girls who are 
mothers and who are IlQW under the auspices of the Youth 
SerVice BOard in Boeton, Maaaachuaetts. This study will 
attempt to clarify the nurses• role as well as the social 
workers 1 role in giving these services • The role or the 
latter in family casework will be contrasted to the nurses 1 
role in patient care, only to demonstrate realistic am 
reasonable differences in their tunctionings • other than 
this, it will be aaaUIIISd that the readers or this work under-
stand the broad usual differences in their perfornancea. 
The writer will demonstrate specific functions that 
are uaually considered in the realm or nursing as well as 
others that are not specifically labeled as belonging to 
nursing. An attempt will be 18de to shOw their relatedness 
as being necessary in carrying out the primary nursing 
functions. Since nursing is not as task centered as in the 
past the writer will not alwaya be engaged in doing specific 
things. She will bs seen in the light or a counselor and a 
listener as well as a doer. 
No ertort Will be made to show how the nurse has 
changed the behavior or the delincluent girl or how she has 
affected her to cause changes in her behavior toward her 
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oh1ld or oh1ld.l'en. This shOUld be a broad goal for all 
nurses in the future who may deal with these specific 
pr0blelll8, and a possi bill ty tor further research. 
The nurse will try to assess some of the attitudes 
or the delinquent girl toward nurses and social workens and 
try to discover hoW the girl defines each of their respective 
roles in light or her iD11 v1ciual problema. 
The writer will further attempt to find out how her 
role in a aooi&l work agency 18 interpreted by the social 
workens of that agency. 
Limitations 
Subjective treatment or the aterial Will be unavoid-
able as the writer is doing the study alone aDi in her inter-
view questions will be asking about herself. This will 
probably lead to some bias from those asking the ques tiona 
as well as from the writer herself. It is hoped that the 
amount of b1as will be at a real18tic minimum. 
In a study of this type, it is difficult to give 
adequate time for a com.prehena1ve coverage of all phases of 
the material presented. 
It was originally planned to v1si t each of the four 
delinquent girls, who will be inclUded in tbe study. at 
least once a week. With further consideration visiting was 
baaed upon the obvious needs of each girl • Some v18i te are 
more time consuming than others. It is difficult to gauge 
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the tima one will spend beoause the problema that may be 
presented by the girl will not be known beforehand. 
On all cases, with the exception of one, there is a 
parole officer working simultaneously with the nurse. This 
one exception will nevertheless be included in the study 
because the girl baa previously bad a social worker aiding 
her in her coaumm1ty adjustments. 
or the four girls, that will be included in the 
study, two are now married and living with their husbands 
while the other two are unwed mothers. This will present 
some vast differences in their problema so for the purposes 
of this study each girl will be treated as an individual 
within her own social milieu. 
The writer will not try to draw conclusions that 
will state that the findings oan apply to all delinquents, 
social workers or nurses, because each social worker and 
nurse 1B an individual, each agency is unique in itself and 
the sampling of delinquent girls is too small. 
Since the social worker and the nurse will be working 
together there will Undoubtedly be some role confusion by 
all participating in th1a study. 
The delinquent girl is not usually verbally accessiblli 
eo that the interview questions will have to be repeated 
several times and the girls may have to be somewhat guided 
1n the conversation. 
ll 
Def1n1 t1on of Terma 
Throughout this study the following terma are to be 
cona1d.ered only as they are defined here. 
Reciprocal relationahip.--A relationship in whioh there is 
mutual underatami:ng and respect for each other as individu-
als am professional people. Also a rela tionahip in which 
there is "sharing of ideas and. responsibilities" in ord.er to 
provide adequate am essential services to the delinquent 
girl am her family • 
Juvenile delinquent (clinical defin1tion).--The delinquent 
is a youngster who habitually resolves his personal social 
problema through overt aggressive behavior • whioh dominant 
society tinda bothersome and contrary to ita value identi-
fication. For the youngster thia delinquency aggression is 
purposive and. adjuative; from the point of view of society, 
4 it constitutes an irritating msladaption. 
Parole otticer.--social worur, who 1a a paid employee of 
the Youth SerVice Board. After the girl is considered a 
delinquent by the courts the social worker supervises, 
assisttl and counsels the delinquent girl and her family, 
while the girl is living in the cClllllllUn1ty. She mlces 
4w1ll1am C. Kvaraceus, The Comm~ti and. the 
Delinquent (Hew York: World BoOk co. ,It , p. 57. 
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recoiDIIIflndationa to the Board as to what she !'eels is the 
best place f'or the girl conaidaring the problema she 
preaents. 
l'!'eview of IC!tbod.OlOiY 
Thia study was conduoted through the uae or the 
services of' the Youth service Board or lttlssachuaetts. The 
data was collected from a quutionnaire and an interview 
schedule. 
The questionnaire waa given to the social workers 
after a case conf'erence which oriented them as to what 
services the nurse was offering the delinquent girl. These 
questionnaires were returned to the central office of' the 
Youth service Board, Girls Diviaion. 
In addition to this, an interView was held With 
each girl, in her hOme, by the nurse • 
. 
Sequence of' P£!sentation 
Chapter II is a review or the literature pertinent 
to the study. Chapter III preaenta the methodology and 
describes the agency, the sample and tools that were uaed 
f'al' the purpoees of' the stud)'. Chapter IV presents the 
findings and Chapter V g1 vu the aUIIIIIU'y, conclua1ona ai¥1 
reoolllllendat1ons. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
RBVIBW OP THE LITBRATURB 
Part I 
Juvenile delinquency is a subject which is being 
widely discussed today. It has great implications for the 
future or our youth, their families, their collllllUnities and 
country. 
Since the delinquent pattern presents itself more 
strongly during adolescence the needs of this age group are 
being studied with great intensity, in an effort to better 
comprehend and combat thia most pressing problem. As 
society beo0111ea more complex, the problema or our youth 
become more acute. 
As with Juvenile delinquency "one rarely encounters 
a single faceted or simple probl... Since they are inextric-
ably connected with the physical and emotional well being or 
1 patients, nurses can no lonser remain on the periphery." 
Since delinquency is rising in great proportions and 
ita solution has not yet been arrived at, it would seem 
feasible to assuma that it should be studied from varying 
points or view. 
lv1~inia Baroklay, '~be NUrse in Preventive 
Psychiatry," Nursing Outlook, VIII (May, 1960), 252. 
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The needs of the delinquent girl are often seemingly 
inaa tiable. She is uaually an adoleacent and requires 
acceptance by a peer group, she has the need to identify 
with a strong, warm, accepting female figure, the need for 
perm1as1veneu balanced with control and so on, until the 
list could possibly become infinite. 
It is important to be cognizant of the fact that no 
single profession has the knowledge and proficiency to meet 
all or the problems that ind1v1duala, sick or well, may 
encounter. Thus it becomes neceaaary to pool Jmowledge and 
collaborate efforts for the weU 'being o: the child, the 
family and the community. 
Both nurses and social workers are concerned with 
the physical, emot1onal and soc1al well-being or mankind. 
Bach with their respective Unique pract1oes as well as their 
common practices aim toward assisting the delinquent girl 1n 
achieving her optimum state of well being. 
The nurses' unique role postulates a com:prehenaive 
plan of care for the patient, including the emotional as 
well aa the phyaical aspects of his care. She not only 
understands the in:l.ividual in relation to his social milieu 
2 but the process and treatment of his disease • 
2oertrude M. Church, ''Understanding Each other to 
Achieve a Common Goal," American Journal of Nursing, LXI 
(Pebruary, 1956), 201-204. 
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To think of nurses dealing with certain aspects of 
patient care is as wrong as to think of social workers only 
dealing W1 th budget proble•. 
Nursing in its present state can no longer be defined 
aa technical. for in the paet fifty years it has undergone a 
metamorphic process. It is an interpersonal process requir-
ing participation of two or more people; and a human 
relation between a person whO is in need of health services; 
whether in the home. hOspital or coiiiii1Uility. 
Tbe combination of curative and preventative methOds 
in maintaining the health of the individual, the family and 
the commun1 ty, is the concern of nurses today. 
Health hare "implies the foreward movement of per-
sonality and other ongoing processes in the direction of 
creative, oonatruotive, productive, personal and colllllll.ln1ty 
l1V1ng."3 
Through the educative process • nurses are developing 
the knowledge and principles of the biological as well as 
social prooesses or human lifeJ so that they are able to 
relate these to nursing problema. 
Knowing principles that govern or elucidate 
functioning of human processes. knowing conditions 
that are reqUired tor ameliorating dysfunctioning 
and being able to develop experiences that apply 
such knowledge and lead in the direction of health 
3Hlldegard E. Peplau, Intg~ersonal Relations in 
Hurline; (Hew York: a. P. Putnam a Son, 1952), p. 13. 
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are all required in nursing. 4 
Nursing in sickness and health means not only nursill@ 
care on a direct service basis, but partnership in program 
planning in community health education programs as well as 
cooperative planning with other health and welfare agencies 
for meeting community needa. 
The unique role or the sooial worker is to help 
1nd1v1duala and groups with problema which interfere with 
social functioning. She uses social casework, group work 
and cODDUn1ty organizations to do this. Social work focuses 
on the relationship or man to his environment. It endeavors 
to assist individuals and groupe in finding solution to their 
problema which will bring them satisfaction and enable them 
to perform in more amenable ways. In the social workers 1 
relationship to her client, she tries to mobilize his 
capacities and the resources of the family and commUnity to 
achieve aooisl and emotional adJustment. 
One or the 11108 t discuaaed problems or the inter-
disciplinary process is that of overlapping or services. 
What does not appear to be overlapping are the unique 
functions of the respective workers. and that which is over-
lapping is the common body of knowledge which many profes-
sions shere am which enriches the functions of both nurse 
am soo1al worker. 
4Ibid., p. 14. 
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The reasons for the conflict in this area is probably 
due to a professions need to center on its own prerogative 
rather than on the needs of the patient.5 
Part II 
otten the way one loolal at delinquency depends upon 
who one 1s. The literature gives many conflicting and 
contusing pictures of what tbe delinquent is like, what his 
behavior represents, tbe cause and treatment of delinquency 
as well as the prognosis of the delinquent child. 
Dr. D.nner reels as though there 1s no common 
denominator tor delinquency. It is described by Dr. Sontag 
"as an expression of defenses and devices in extra-legal 
waya.• Dr. Robinaon thinlal that it 18 an "indicative rather 
than a descriptive term," and Dr. Peck calla it "a symptom 
complex."6 
In all ot the oases presented of delinquents, one can 
scarcely narrow them down to specific types; although it 
appears as though this can be done in some instances. Some 
delinquents seem to be able to be categorized as personali-
ties, others as types. 
As to the etiology of delinquency, some suggest 
socioeconomic factors, some aay oonstitutional factors, 
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others argue parental maladjustment, while rrany say cultural 
or maternal deprivation is the cause • 
.Far treatment, alum clearance baa been suggested, 
psychotherapy • social coiiiiiiUnity programs, parental guidance 
or treatment arxl so forth !!! int'1n1tum.7 
Due to this general contUsion regarding delinquency, 
itl definition, etiology, treatment, prevention, cure arxl 
PBJ'Ohodynamios, the writer f'eela compelled to rep&>eaa DBny 
of' the1e things arxl think of each child as an irxlividual who 
need1 usia tance arxl guidance. 
As we know, social status playa a great part in 
detel'lll1ning Whether a child is delinquent or not • Children 
from the upper arxl middle aooial strata are not of'ten termed 
delinquent even though they ay steal arxl break other 
community laws. The rather or such a child may buy the 
police to keep his child in toiJ while a juvenile from a low 
income alum area becomes an adjudicated delinquent for 
o01111111tting the same act. In one neighborhood it I'IBY be 
acceptable to steal or fight while in another it DBY not be. 
If a child f'rom a delinquent area moves to a non-delinquent 
neighborhood it i'IBY pose great problell8 for him arxl the 
community. The problem of varying coiiiiiiUnity starxlards is 
very complicated. There is a peer group pattern of behavior 
7 Ibid.. 273-282. 
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as well as a neiahborhood. behavicr pattern, thus the writer 
auggeatl as ~raceua doea that "we should view each 
1D11v1d~al in the milieu of hia family culture as well as 
against the mores of h1a neighborhood and the staBi&rds or 
8 the peer group • " 
Lay people usually attribute delinquenoy to general-
ized and single causes but professional workers are CQinizant 
of the fact that aberrant behavior 1a usually a network or 
many factors • 
In order to un:l.erstand the delinquent it is 
Moesaary to employ an individualised approach for each 
offender for there 1a usually a unique pattern of reason 
whioh has a tendenoy to explain each child 'a conduct. 
The aggressive ohild who threatens the teacher, 
parents or police usually 1a termed delinquent rather than 
the child who resolves his problema by inversion. 
Aggressive delinquents wnally shaw a pattern which 111 
indicative of underlying severe and long frustrations in 
their personal and social baolcgrounds. Jllch or the 
delinquents 1 aggressions mat 'be considered goal-seeking 
although thiB subject 1a hi&hlJ debatable. 
AlthoUgh many delinlluenta react to their frustrations 
through asgreasive, attaokins behavior it aeema normal and 
Bwuuam c • Xvaraceua, The C,t~ and the 
Del1n!luent (Hew Yorks World BoOk Co~4 , p. 37. 
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spontaneous within their own social milieu. This agreaaion 
gives the child temporary relief. 
In world.ng w1 th delinquents, one must realize the 
importance of the child •a feel1~a • some children become 
introvertive because of obesity while others become 
delinquent 1 some become enauretio because of acne, While 
othera demonstrate their feelings through aggressive 
behavior. 
Delinquent conduct can never be explained by 
it81111zing oaueea in either one or the other category. In 
some potentially destructive families, where there ie addi-
tional stress and strain upon the individual members, there 
may be one delinquent product, llllny, or perhaps none. 
Perhaps it 1e not always the environment, but rather the 
individual'' ability to cope with it. Kvaraceua calla thie 
"the personal-voli t1onal element. ,.g 
In client centered therapy there 18 a trend away 
from directing the individ•l and nanipulating h18 environ-
ment towards accepting him aa a person, enlisting hie 
cooperation and Willingness in order to cope with h1a own 
problema for he 18 the one who can beat solve them.10 
gibid • 1 p • 45 • 
10 h Ibid., pp. 37~5. 
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DESCRIPriON 0P THE AGENcY 
The lo'kasaohusetts Youth Service Act places the 
reapouibil1ty for custody, diagnosis, care am. treatment or 
juvenile delinquents in a single specialized agency, namely 
the Youth Service Board. Tbs juvenile court determines 
whether a child is delinquent or not and my place a juvenile 
on probation but the court is no longer able to sentence a 
child to a specific iutitution. 
All commitments are Dade to the Youth Service Board 
which determines the proper couree or treatment for each 
child. This my include re-education at a state training 
IIChoOl, placement in a roster hollis or private school, working 
placement, special medical or psychiatric treatment, or 
placement Within the child •a own family it the court 
approve•. The Youth Service Board usually has jurisdiction 
over the child until the age of twenty-one unles• the child •s 
adjtWtment 1a good, then he may be discharged at an earlier 
time. 
The Youth Service Board not only prescribes the type 
of treatment for its children, but was given full control of 
the existing state juvenile training achools at Westboro, 
Shirley, Lancaster; as well aa the various parole branches. 
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The Div1aion ot Youth Sarvice bas additional facil1• 
ties inclUding a Detention Center for :BOys in Boston, 
a Reception Center for Boys at Weatboro, a training school 
tor girls at Lancaster, the Institute for Juvenile Guidance 
at Bridgewater, and a Bureau ot Research aoo Delinquency 
Prevention. 
There are separate detention centers for these 
children in order to protect them from hardened criminals 1n 
Jails, to provide a temporar7 home for some and to keep 
children aafe who ay attempt to run away. 
It is hoped, that through the cons true ti ve experience 
at the Detention Center, the child will be better prepared fa 
the court appearance, will accept tbe court 'a decision better 
and will have the shook of beinl removed from the home 
min1m1zed. 
The facilities and services at tbe detention center 
inclUdes an ungraded classroom, under the auspices of the 
Boston School Oomm1ttee, arts and crafts, ssmnasium, 
cateteru., indoor and outdoor recreation areas, chapel, 
medical ~;mt, television and music room. 
'l'he Reception Centers serve as diagnostic and claaai-
ficat1on centers tor all children under the care or the Board 
The ohildren must be processed throUgh these oentera, under• 
going con.plete medical, psyohologlcal, and sometimes 
psychiatric examination. The stUdy usually takes three to 
tive weeks. 
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Since the 11¥iuetl'1al aohool for girls 1a where many 
of our girls are sent, either from parole or trom the 
collllllUD1t7, after they have become adJudicated delinquents, 
then it should be mentioned here to UI¥1eratam ita purposes 
am rune tiona • 
'l'his school was begun in 1854 at Lancaster, am was 
the first "open" institution for girls established on the 
cottage plan in America or Bnglam. 'l'he program includes a 
school and work program as well aa numerous extracurricular 
activities. 'l'he work program 1B given a great deal of 
attention 1n order to help the girls develop a sense of 
reaponaibility.1 'l'he superintendent of the Industrial 
School for Girls stated that, 
the function of the school 1B to provide a healing 
reeduoa ti ve, l1 v1ng experience for the emotionallY" 
deprived or disturbed girl. 'l'he processes on a 11 
levels are the therapeutio am teaChing. 'l'he total 
program should be profeas1onall7 directed am should 
be effected on all levela b7 persons of warmth, 
umerstanding am akill. 'l'he goal of the school is 
not primarily academic or vooational advancement, 
but rather the healing of emotional disorder am 
the stabilizing of' personallt7, within the limits 
of capacity through meaning~l, sat1afy1ng relation-
ships am experience. • • • . 
'l'he parole branch was the specific division of the 
Youth Service Board, with which the writer had her field 
experience. 
1Div1s1on ot Youth Service, "service to Youth," 
Prepared b7 the Bureau of Research and Delinquency Prevention (Boaton: Diviaion of Youth Service, 1955), 5•15. 
2 Ibid., :L2-l3. 
The children are u.ually paroled from a tra1n1ng 
school or after treatmsnt elllewbere. Regardless or the 
placement, the parole officer (or visitor) assumes supervi-
sion or the child and sttpporta him in his collllllUnity adjust-
ment. 
This means that the child 1a seen by the visitor 
periOdically and thus the visitor really represents the 
Youth Service Beard, in moet aatters, who 1s the legal 
guardian of the child.3 
Selection and pesoription or Sample 
During the writer 'a field experience. with the Youth 
Service Board, she workod directly with only three members 
of' the staff', one or whom was the supervisor or the agency. 
SinCe this study deals pr1.-r11y with the role or the nurse 
in a reciprocal relationship with social workers in a social 
service setting, it waa felt that the nurses 1 role could not 
be adequately defined without attempting to assess the 
feelings, attitudes, impressiona and expectations of' a larger 
number or social workers • 
A case conference and questionnaire were used to 
elicit the desired information. 
To further define the niD'8e •a role, four delinquent 
girls, w1 th whom the nurse and social worker were giving 
3Ib1d., 5-15. 
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simultaneous service to, were selected to participate in the 
stud7. 
The four girls were interviewed in their own homes 
by the nurse. The data from these interview schedules were 
used in an attempt to reveal the feelings of the girl toward 
both the nurse and social worker and to show more clearly the 
areas of service which were offered by each to the girl, 
and what she expected trom the respective workers. 
Tools Used to Collect Data 
A case conference was presented by the nurse to the 
body of social worlmra at one of the usual starr meetings 1n 
March, 1961. The conference was presented before the end of 
the writer '• 1'1eld experience in May in order tor the 
workers to have adequate tia to complete the questionnaires 
Which followed the conference. The early timing was an 
added convenience ror the author, because the social workers 
would have an opportunity to beoome more acquainted with the 
writer and to be more aware of the nurse's role betore 
answering the questionnaire. 
The purpose or the case conference was to attempt to 
reveal to the workers the type of services the nurse had been 
renderiqr; to the delinquent girl. One family was presented 
so that the workers might have some idea of the nurse's role 
in relation to the family and an opportunity to see the 
similarities and differences 1n respect to their unique 
professional activities. 
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Questionnaires were then given to each member with 
an addressed am stamped envelope am with a request to 
return thelll to their superviSor. To assure anonymity, each 
sooial WOX'ker was asked to omit her name, am the superviSor 
was requested to place all questionnaires in the nurse's 
mailbox at the office. 
The open-emed questions were designed to elicit 
responses t.tet woul4 shows 
1. The concepts ot eoo1al workers regarding what 
nuraes shOUld or should not do • 
2. The social worker. attitUdes toward a reciprocal 
relationship with nurses in giving services to the delinquent 
girl. 
3. The effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of 
suoh a relationship, in reference to themselves, the nurse 
and. the delinquent girl. 
The interview schedule tor the girls was constructed 
to gain auoh information as the following: 
1. The delinquent girl's feelings regarding nurses 
and social worlaars derived from their own frame of reference. 
2. The delinquent girls 1 image of nurses am social 
workers. 
3. The problem areas in which they feel nurses am 
aooial worlaara are able to aaa1at them. 
4. The girl's ability to identify bar problems and 
her feelings regarding their solution. 
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CHA.PrBR IV 
FINDI!GS 
In order to interpret the data in a comprehensive 
manner, perhaps it would be beet to think or the nurse 'a 
role in this agency, as compared to the metamorphic process 
of the butterfly. Since the author •a experience was the 
initial contact for nurses with the Youth Service Board it 
was somewhat similar to a butterfly's growth process under-
going transformation. 
In the butterfly's firat contact with the world it is 
in the creeping stage of development, eating a great deal. 
Then it develops into the pupal or cocoon stage--when it 
lies qUiet in covering, ard then finally into the adult 
stage when the process 18 completed, takes Wings am seeka 
ita own direction. 
As previously stated, the nurse's role s1mulated 
these changes • Pira t t~re was the creeping and groping 
about to find her role. Secondly the role was covered or 
overshadowed by what others were dOi.ng so that it was not 
always clearly defined. During thia stage she waa the 
recipient or moat of the information not having much to 
otter in the way or explaining that what she was doing had 
ita unique aspects am a-pproaches. Lastly, her role was 
-18-
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unfolded before her and she waa able to punue her own 
course justifiably. 
In the beginning, it 1a di.fticult to ascertain what 
role one might play regardless of one's preVious experience 
or education in a particular specialty. Muoh 18 dependcmt 
upon wbat others expect of JQU 1 what you expect 01' yourself 
and the preVious contact othAtra have had with nurses. 
In working 1n any new setting, being a unique aspect 
ot it, allows all to rely primarily upon their own trams of 
reference as to what you should or should not do. In a 
short span ot time, as is spent 1n a field experience 1 the 
Viewa and attitudes ot the WQrl'.latra are not 11ekly to change 
considerably 'because so woh ia colored by previous 
knOwledge and experience. 
We shall see, as the data unfolds, that no matter 
what one 1a doing or has done, her role will probably be 
interpreted in relation to the social worker's expectations 
of nurses in general. '!'his not only appUea to the social 
workers • but also to the delinquent girl. 
'l'be :t.anal or C!'!epi.ng Stage 
'l'he beginning ot the dynami.c unfolding process Of 
the nurae'a role was eJChibited in the early weeks of her 
experience. 
Although this study deals With the nurse 'a role in a 
reciprocal relationship with social workers, we must be 
cognizant of' the tact that each worker, before entering into 
such a partnerahip, should have her own role clearly defined. 
One may have very detin1 te ideae of' the course on which they 
Wish to proceed, but as prev1oualy mentioned, much is deter• 
mined by what others think JOU anould do. 
'the social role, or the nurse, has usually been 
confined to the public health agencies, otherw1ae her role 
has been seen only in the inaUtutional setting. In both 
instances she has been seen, by others, as the person who 
renders only health services • This, of' course, is bar 
primary function, but in order to be effective in the 'giving' 
of' these aervices she must think of the total person 
inclUding his phySical emotional and social well-being. 
Thus the nurse, through health teaching am. rernering health 
services, includes principles trom other disciplines to make 
her work more meantngtul to the patient, his family am. the 
community. 
As the author starts her work in a casework agency, 
it is necessary that she go through this creeping stage tor 
the reactions of' others as to what nurses should do, am. to 
her aa a person will be greatly influenced by wh&.t she does 
as both a nurse ani a person. 
The data in this chapter is presented in table form. 
Each table represents a question which is included within 
the table. Also incorporated Within the table 1s a theme, 
which .is the basis f'or the question that precedes it • 
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There 11 usually 1110l'e than one question for each theme, but 
everT question 1a shown separately in a table while the aame 
theme 1a repeated in several ta•lea • 
Questions l, 2, 8 and 12 for the social workers, 
were designed to eUcit reapoMea that would asaist the nurse 
1n clarifying her role with the Youth Service Board. 
The nurse sought to diacover whllther or not the 
social WOI'kera felt that the nurse should work only with 
deUnquenta who presented speci1'1o health problema. Thia is 
the be.aia tor the first theu which follows in Tables 1, 2, 
3, and 4. 
TABl'.& l 
Question 1. What types or serv1oea do lOU think ~sea 
shOUid sivef 
Theme I 
workers: 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Work with delinQuents 
who present a speci-
fic health problem and 
stay in the realm of 
own profession. 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
Consider deUnquency a 
health problem and work 
with all delinquents 
l 
l 
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The follOWing are examples of the responses to 
question ;J. 
A nurse should be a dedicated person who is ever ready 
to do whatever possible to help a patient With their 
medical, physical 1 emotional, or social problems • Each 
one has a strong bearing on the other. She DlUBt f'irst 
understaoi her own needs and live by one rule: to 
always treat ber patients the wa:r she would like to be 
treated were she reeling tbe same way. 
:Nursing service, plus being a goOd listener to other 
problems a patient may t.ve and Wish to discuss With• 
out offering advice outside the realm of her profession. 
Pollow doctors orders to the word. Be kim am con-
siderate or each patient no matter what the person's 
diapoaition. 
Work With handicapped pregnant girls or girls involved 
with infants, or those 'Wiing' physical weakness or 
some sort as 'excuses 1 tw certain behaviors. 
care tor ill. 
TABLB 2 
Theme I 
Work only with delin-
quent who presents a 
specific health 
problem 
Consider delinquency 
a health problem and 
work with all delin-
quents 
Workers.: 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
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The follOWing are samples of the responses: 
Intensive counseling dealing with other than 
Ph7sical or mental needs • 
Particular nurse assigned to this agency has 
not alwaya consulted 1t problem beyond the 
scope ot her training. 
[To author] None, you have been just wonderful. 
TABLE 3 
Question 8. 
work only with delinquent Consider delinquency 
Theme I who presents a apec1t1o a health problem and health problem work with all delin-
quents 
Workers' 
l 1 
2 1 
3 l 
4 l 
5 l 
6 
7 l 
8 l 
9 l 
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8. 
Tbe following are a tew or the responses to question 
She will tell you what abe thinks you are interested 
in. Health inf~tion to a nurse, social to a 
social worker. 
Oirl would probablJ tell a nurse about pregnane, more 
read.1l7 than she would social worker. PossiblJ ma7 
tell a nurse about 'Phlaical abuse from husband IIIOl'e 
reacH.lJ, would prob&blJ tell social worker about emo .. 
tional conflict with f'am11J more read1l7 and failure 
or husband to support properly. 
Girls most def'1n1tely would be willing to discuss 
sexual matters with a marae. Nurse could work well 
with sexuall¥ pl'CIIIiscuoua girls, in that she could 
f'irst discuss Phnical aspects, for these girls 
might be more willing to relate their feelings 
regarcl.ing sex, reasons thef act out in this way. 
TABLB 4 
Quea tion u . What tS's or tJroblema do xou think should be 
reterre tO~ nurse? 
Work only w1 th the Consider delinquency 
Theme I delinquent Who pre- a health problem and sents a specif'io work with all 
health problem delinquents 
Workers: 
l l 
2 l 
3 l 
4 1 
5 l 
6 
7 1 
8 l 
9 1 
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A few samples ot the responaes are as followaa 
Health problema, unwed •tber, pregnant girls. 
Bal;)y care, alcoholics and help parents who are 
poor homeD!\ leers. 
Medical problems, care of children, pregnancy, 
diet, hygiene, etc • 
There were a possible thirty-six responses to these 
four questions. OUt or the thirty-six responses, twenty-six 
were 1n tavor or the nurse dealing with specific health 
proble• and six were in favor or delinquency as a health 
problem and the nurse world.ng With all delinquents. There 
were three no responses and one response was not pertinent 
to the queetion. 
When the Questions se.-<1 to be asking about nurses 
in general, workers 1 and 8 indioated that they felt that 
delirVIuenoy was a health probl• and that the nurse should 
work with all delinquents but when the questions pertained to 
a nurse 1n their agency the linea or service delll!\rlcation 
became tully ~wn 
The c00oon Btase 
The author, by her contact with the workers, noticing 
the at.ephere in the office, and by reviewing the case load 
given to her, became more tully aware or what was expected ot 
her in this agency and was better able to understand her role 
in a reciprocal relationship with the social workers. By 
atmosphere, the writer does not mean to imply that there was 
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anything unpleasant, for it was indeed warm and friendly. 
There waa no feeling of non-aoceptanoe on the part of the 
author and she was left to puraue her own course. What she 
ia trying to emphu1ze is tbat a courae should not be so 
aelf-d1rect1ve that one loses sight of the other workers. 
Consideration for the rights and feelings or other personnel 
should be toremoat to make a relationship substantial and 
effective. 
The cocoon stage 1a a CIU1escent one where you are 
still studying the matter or your role, not singul&rly, but 
in relationship to all concerned. You have established a 
niche in the agency, are accepted and wish to avert all 
poas1ble dangers or subverting JOUr own ideals, as well as 
those of' others. Henoe this thinking stage is essential so 
tbat when one has established her role and it is clearly 
defined and acceptable to all, ebe may work in it to the 
beat of her capacity before expanding it to include other 
things. 
At this point in her experience the nurses 1 personal 
place in the agency 1s rather firm arxi she has been told in 
many wap, verbal arxi non-verbal, what 1s expected of her, 
thus it is necessary tor her to discover bow the social 
workers reel regarding her in a reciprocal relationship with 
them. 
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With this in mind, question 3, part I; question 4; 
question 5 1 part I; and questions 6, 9 and 11 were designed 
to ellcit responaes to theme II Which are shown in tables 
5, 6, 7 and 8. 
TABLB 5 
Question 3 , Part I • 
Theme II. Do tlle social workers reel that a reciprocal 
relationship between nurse and social worker 
can make for more effective planning in the 
care ~ the del1nquen11 girl? 
Workers: 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Yes 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
No 
Since this portion or the question deals only with 
"yea" and "no"; the respona .. will be presented when the 
trat • 
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TABLB 6 
Question 4. 
TheiiiiB II. Do the social workers feel that a reciprocal 
relationship between nurse and social worker 
can make for more effective planning in the 
care of the delinquent girl? 
Yes NO 
Workers: 
l 1 
2 1 
3 1 
4 1 
5 1 
6 1 
7 1 
8 l 
9 l 
rt:>st or the questions were answered directly without 
an ensuing explanation, but for those who gave an explanation 
the writer will quote for more clarification. 
The worker who answered "no" explained it as followa t 
I cannot visualize a nurse as a consu-ltant at my 
agency • referring probl811111• as I feel the nurse 
should primarily be oonoerned with IIIIBdical problema 
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only, and treatment of same • as this 1s what her 
training for R.N. las 001111i1ted of. The inter-
pretation or facta other tlan 11111dioal data can 
have serious man1festationa if not handled by 
social worker. 
One who answered in the affirmative stated: 
A nurse, after even a brief contact, is bound to 
rece1 ve confidences other than health ones • Also 
ma117 illnesses which she o'lileervea will have psycho• 
soma tic origins~ or will be intenaified by girls 
psychological state. U a nurse even working 1n 
our agency handling onl.7 oases referred to her 
because of a specific health problem1 with the girl at the same tilllll seeing a social worker, I 
ttel that a delicate set ot relationships would 
develop. If a girl cont1des in someone it is 
because ·she teals this penon cares, and can help 
her. Referrals by a nurae to her social worker 
might cause one girl to feel that perhaps the 
nurse did not want to help her at all. Thus I 
feel, that at tillllls a nune must be prepared to 
deal with non-health problema as they arise. 
rather tban act as ref errant. At these times a 
nurse may be able to otter the girl adequate 
support so that the reentrance or the social 
worker would be unnecessary or even harmful • In 
other situations, however, double support or 
nurse and social worker may be beneficial. 
•tnally there may be girla who are unable to 
divorce a nurse trom the realm of health. 
I teel in conclusion, that in an agency such 
as ours, a nurse can and must play a flexible 
role, sometimes nurse and tooial worker, some-
tillllls referring to the social worker and sometimes 
giving straight health aerv1oes • 
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'fABLE 7 
Question 5, Part I. Can you see the nurse as a consultant 
in your agency referring problems of 
the delinquent girl to other agencies? 
Theme II. Do the social worklllra feel that a reciprocal 
relationship between nurse and social worklllr 
can make for .more effective planning in the 
care or the deUnquent girl? 
Workers: 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Yes 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
No 
l 
Responses will be included when the second halt 
ot this question is presented. 
====~==================================~===-
TABLE 8 
Queetion 6. 
Theme II. Do the social workers feel that a reciprocal 
relationship between nurse and social worker 
can make for more:: effective planning in the 
care of the delinquent girl? 
Workers Yea No 
l l 
2 l 
3 l 
4 l 
5 l 
6 l 
7 l 
8 l 
9 l 
These are a few of the responses which demonstrate 
the viewe or the workera 1 
Both nurae and aoo1al worker • in essence, app11 the 
aame casework principles, not partioularl1 b1 gi vill!i 
service, but Just b1 their interaction with the 
delinquent, the non-~udgemental attitude toward the 
girl not as a hunan being, but as this human being 
and the abilit1 to individualize the client as a 
patient and also as a per1on are all inherent in the 
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interaction or both nuree and social worker to the 
patient and/or client. 
Y .. , both nurse and social worker discuss same 
problell8, that is, the nurae discusses housing 
problell8 in terll8 or health and family; social 
workers in those terms plus the need for better 
environment to improve social si tua tionJ both 
discuss need tor mother to give child good care, 
both urge juveniles to seek help tor health problems. 
However, I feel thia plus otMI' 1nstanoea, is good 
in tbat it reinforces the juveniles' need tor action 
on some or her problems. 
Yea, it you have too nany workers on one case the 
role or authority causea oontuaion. 
By the response to q~ation 5, part I, worker 7 was 
able to see nurse and social worker in a reciprocal relation-
ship and worker 5 waa not. By their responses to question 6 
they reversed positions. Worker 7 seemed to be able to see 
the nurse in this relationship rendering specific health 
servicea. Worker 5 could see the nurse as a part or the agen y 
as long aa her role did not approximate that or a social 
workez; tor example: making referrals to other agencies • 
The statio position or the cocoon stage lasts for 
about two to three months. At th18 time the stage is being 
aet tor the nurse to practice her role in a very definite 
manner. This does not mean that during this time she was not 
functioning as a nurse in th18 ageno;r, but rather that in a 
social agency, the emphasiS is always on the social aspects o 
the aituation, whereas in a health agency the reverse is true 
Nurses and social workers in practicing their roles, normally 
place more emphasia on the area in which they have been 
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specifically educated to work. Since the nurse 1B a new 
addition to the team, one DNat peek through the web or the 
cocoon to find her role. Some will see it in relation to 
pregnancy some to venereal diseaaFs, some in relation to 
alcoholism, othem to child care. , It is somewhat fragmented 
into microcosms as each view it trom their own trame or 
reference. 
To emerge trom the cocoon a complete butterfly, the 
changes in attitude and feelings am a definition or her 
role muat continue to take place within the cocoon. The 
parts must become the whole for all to be aware or and to 
understand. 
In unraveling the network of ideas concerning the 
nurse's role, question 3, part II, question 5, part II and 
question 7 were designed to elicit responses to theme III, 
as seen in tables 9, 10, and 11. See Appendix A for the 
beginning or questions 3 and 5 • 
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TABLE 9 
Question 3. Part II. U "J'el" please tell in what wa.v this 
may be aooompliahed. U "no" please 
tell why this may not be accomplished • 
Theme III. The types or agencies social wor.kers feel nurses 
should fit intoz 
Health Social Both 
Workers 
1 1 
2 1 
3 1 
4 1 
5 1 
6 l 
7 1 
8 1 
9 1 
:&xamples of' the responaes are as follows: 
With frequent conferences. each one can enlighten 
the other on different aspects or the child •a 
probleme. Of'tent1.mea when a phJ'aical problem is 
treated the social behavior 1JIIprovea. Then too 
it the nurse realizes some or the social problema 
the girl is haVing she can better approach the 
phJ'810al problem. 
l'or the unmarried mothers and baby care • 
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TABLE 10 
Question 5, Part II. To what types of agencies? 
Theme nt. The types of agencies, social workere feel 
nurses should 1'1 t into a 
Health Social Both 
Workers 
l l 
2 l 
3 l 
4 l 
5 
6 
7 
8 1 
9 1 ' 
A few samples of tbe responses are as follows : 
Health agencies. 
A good nurse should be able to understand and 
recognize a pereon 's phTaical, emotional al¥1 
mental needs. She shou.ld be able to pin-point 
a delinquent's needs aa she would those of a 
medically sick person. 
'!'ABLE 11 
Quea\.ion 7. What oan be done to alleviate this overlapping? 
'!'heme III. '!'he types ot agencies social workers feel 
nurses should t1 t into t 
Health Social Both 
Workers 
l l 
2 l 
3 1 
4 1 
5 1 
6 l 
7 1 
8 1 
9 
The majority or wor~rs whOse responses fell into 
the category marked. "bOth" felt that the nurse should be 
primarily rendering health serVices regardless or what 
agency she was associated With. 
Several of the workers changed their Views depending 
on the question associated with the theme. thus uaking them 
fall into different categories at different times. Por 
example, 1n question 8, part II, worker 8 was in column 
marked "both," in question 5, part II, in same column and in 
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quea tion 7 in the colum.t d"si&na ted "health." 
The following responaea support the views of the 
workers involved. 
By assigning the nurse only to unmarried ma tern1 ty 
cases and juveniles who are beginning to develop a 
drinking problem. 
Cloae work between nurse and social worker for an 
exchange or intorma tion. 
Each one can compliment and buttress the other • 
The Butterf1l Stage 
The emergence from the cocoon 1a not one of quick 
expulsion into trying out one·s wings but rather, at first, 
a feeling out process of a new enviro~nt. 
The interaction in the author 'a enviro~nt includes 
not only social workers and allied personnel, but the 
delinquent girl herself and her family. 
In establishing rapport with the girl your accept-
ability is an important factor. We all realize that 
complete acceptability for any person is hardly a reality, 
but it is important to keep rejection at a minimum in order 
to be of greater assistance and or value to the delinQuent. 
There will always be barriers to establishing warm friendly 
relationahipa with nany or these girls, but if we reduce 
the obvious ones we may be able to hurdle the othera w1 th 
greater facility. 
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Most people wish to feel wanted and needed at least 
to a m1n1mum degree. As 11111ture adults it is not essential 
that this factor take priority over our purpose or 
necessarily allow us to become ineffective, but it often 
hastens our progress with the girl. 
Authority or authoritarian figures are, most often, 
s0l118What rejected by the delinquent girl. This 1s seen in 
the way they act out at h0111e, 1n foater homas, institutions 
and schools. It is not alwap the persons or people them• 
ssl vee, but rather what they represent • 
Nurses, social worara, or teachers 11111y or my not 
represent authoritarian figures to the delinquent girl, 
depending upon their particular peraonal1 ties • These are 
individual differences and are always present. 
In our society law entoroing agencies do have the 
connotation of being punitive, that is primarily the reason 
that they exist • Police, parole and similar words usually 
denote punishing authority. 
It 1s realistic to assume that well intentioned 
police often meet rebuffs or cause fear in adults even when 
they take the census. If this is how adults .feel then 
certainly the delinquent girl feels this way since she has 
often had direct contact with agencies of the law. 
Soeisl work agencies are endeavoring to minimize 
these feelings, often by reinterpreting their role to the 
girl to effect a sounder relationship. The social workers 
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in this agency do not de~iot th18 role, yet is is iiiiPQt'tant 
.. the nurae goq forth with thom to give service to the 
delinqu.nta that she underatand how they perceive themselves 
1n relation to the delinqaent. 
What particular .. peot of the aocial worker's role is 
rejected by the delinquent girl? If' there an any negative 
feelings on the part o1' the girl toward her worker then 
perhaps this is Where the m.11'8e can reinforce the social 
worker. otten social worlcura feel that their title or 
parole officer hampera them acaewhat in their relat1onah1pe. 
Queationa 9 and 13 were developed with thia in mim, in 
accord with theme IV as llbown in tables 12 and 13. 
TABLE 12 
Question g. What ooniiQtati!£ d.o 9u think the t&rm •parole" 
his tor the de l!!lU! gli'l? 
Theme IV. Image ot' the Worker 
Punitive Hon•punitive Both 
Workers 
l l 
2 l 
3 l 
4 l 
5 l 
6 l 
7 l 
8 l 
9 l 
• 
(""' 
The following samples of the responses will demon-
strate clearly why the social workers feel this way. 
The term 'parole officer' does not project a warm 
reaction. It W8L not a well choeen word, especi• 
ally for Juveniles. This is noticed when a girl 
intrOduces ••• she tenses up am is lost for 
words. To her it is telling the world She baa a 
secret. or that she 18 being forced to comply by 
the laws. 
Nothing more than the connotation 'social worker' 
has for them. The vast •Jority or girls consider 
the1118slves on parole, but have a social worker, 
not parole officer. A lao, some say they are on 
parole, but intrOduce worker aa 'my probation 
Officer,•--terminology means little to them. 
Their main interests are in rules and regulations 
and 'when do I get my •ld.ng papers? ' 
Punishing authority. 
TABLE 13 
Question 13. What connotation do lQU think the term "nurse" 
hi8 tor the deHnguent sii'l? 
Theme IV. Ilaage or the Worker 
Punitive Non-punitive Both 
Worker 
1 l 
2 1 
3 l 
4 1 
5 l 
6 1 
7 1 
8 1 
9 1 
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A sample or the responses are as follows: 
MOet people have an 'ideal 1 reaction to the word 
1nurse. 1 A~ girl espec1all7 the disturbed girl, 
reacts warmly to the,word 'nurse' for she thinka 
of someone that is in pure white uniform and is 
able to heal, etc. 
same as anyone elee baa, when they have contact 
with a nurse--the:r are ill in some wa:r. They are 
not a different breed ot human. 
Helping hand • 
In the butterfly stage the nurse penetrates into the 
environment or the delinQ.uent girl. It is a phase or render• 
ing serVices to her. Both nurse and social worker are inter· 
acting a great deal to bring about more satisfying relation-
ships with her. 
In order to determine what course one should pursue 
in a reciprocal relat1oneh1p of this type it is important 
that both workers be cognizant or the needs or the girls, 
Bach one respectively may have their own ideas or the girls' 
prinCiple neecl8, and the way in which to meet them, but in 
order to avoid duplication or service it is forelll08t that the 
workers know how 'he girls perceive these individual roles. 
In the author's field experience she was not able to 
determine this initially, but hoped that it would be an out-
growth or this study. Although girls who had specific neecl8 
to be met in the area or health, were selected, the discern-
ment or these is most difficult without knowing in some 
measure what the girl expects from you, When the writer 
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offers service as a worker from the Youth Service Board~ 
there is bouni to be some role contusion on the part of the 
girl. The latter, .lcnow1ng what the agency represents to her, 
will find it difficult to set the nurse apart from it. Thus 
what one anticipates doing 111 not always what is expected of 
that person. 
Each discipline will rely primarily upon their previ· 
oua education and experience in their contact with the child 
involved, but it takes the estabUshlllent or rapport with the 
girl first tor her to really see what services you have to 
otter. 
Thus, the nurse's role, 1n order to be clearly 
defined, IIIU8t incorporate 1dent1t'ioation and expectations 
and definition from the girls involved. 1from these concepts 
the interview schedule and themes were designed. The · data 
from the interview schedule 11 presented in the same manner 
as was done with the social worlcars questionnaires, in order 
to gain greater clarity in the understanding of the nurse's 
role with delinquent girls in a social work agency. 
Question l was designed to elicit responses that 
·would demonstrate the girls ability to identify her problems, 
as shown in table 14. 
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TABLE 14 
Question l. What do 19u think your problema are? 
Theme V. 
Girl 
l 
2 
3 
4 
Abil1t~ to Ident1f~ Problems 
Yea No 
1 
l 
1 
1 
The reason girl 4 was placed in the "no" categor~ 
was because the problems she exhibited to both workers were 
behavioral ones rather tban Job finding as she stated. The 
otbar three girls were more verball~ accessible and able to 
discern the same problellll!l that the workers llll!lt in the 
situation. Examples or the responses are as followsa 
Not worki~. 
Pregnancy. 
Husband. 
Money. 
Marital. 
Questions 2, 3, 5, 6, 10 and ll were designed to 
elicit responses tbat would demonstrate the girls 1 perception 
ot the worker's role. This theme VI was established to 
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cateaorue the ree'POlll••• tlbat 11111 be aNn 1n tablu 15, 
16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. 
'1'ABIB 15 
Ttau. VI. Role ot the Workera 
Health Social ~ Neither Couneeling Other 
011"1 
l l 
2 l 
3 l 
4 l 
Olrl 1 waa able to aee the mne in a l11111ted 
counael1ns capacity. but 1t waa dependent upon the nuree. 
Olrl 3 felt the nurse waa unable to help her with her 
probl8118 for only abe could aolve them. 
'1'ABLB 16 
'!'heme VI. Role ot the Workera 
S.ltb Social Both Neither CouJWellng Other 
Qlrl 1 1 
2 1 
3 1 
4 1 
Girl 3 felt only abe could solve her problema. 
Girl 4 showed hostility toward social workers in her 
response. 
TABLE 17 
Question 5. What are the thinss you think nurses should 
do tor rout 
Theme VI. Role of the Workers 
Health Social Both Neither Counseling Other 
Girl 
1 1 
2 1 
3 1 
4 l 
some of the responses to question 5 are as follows& 
Teaching--answer questions about pregnancy, child 
care and health problema. 
Help me 1n all ways with a1clcneas and health. 
TABJ'.E 18 
Quest1on 6. What are tbe +lo~ ...... YOU ~h1n'lr ..... 1.1 
-------~~~QQO_~~~~?----------------
Theme VI. Role of the Worker 
Health Social Both Neither Counseling other 
G~ll 1 
2 
3 
4 
l 
l 
l 
l 
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By the response to question 6. girl 4 was placed in 
category denoted as •other, 1 because she felt soo:Lal workers 
were able to help her with stereotyped social problema as 
well as to counseling. 
For example: 
Help me board children and help me with family 
troubles. 
TABLE 19 
Question 10. 
'l'heme VI. Role of the Workers 
Health Social Both Neither Counseling Other 
Girl I 
1 l 
2 l 
3 l 
4 l 
Girl 4 was placed in .the column marked "other" 
because her response was ",ea, anything." Girl 3 •a response 
seemed to lend itself more readily to the column marked 
"soc:Lal" because her answer was, "life, your personal and 
family life • " 
The other two respondents indicated clearly health 
problema only, for example: 
Yea, pregnancy, difficult to talk with social worker 
about these things • Easier to talk with a nurse 
because ahe knows how afraid you are then. I feel a 
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nurse is more umera'llanding than a social worker. 
T.ABLE.20 
'luestion ll. Are there thinu rou would feel more tree to 
dlicuss With ~ social workir? 
Theme VI. Role of the Worker 
Girl 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Health Social Both Neither Counseling Other 
l 
l 
l 
l 
Examples or the responses are as follows: 
Yes • family life or why you would like to go to a 
roster bome. 
She usually goes into more personal t~s so you 
would feel more tree to talk about these • 
Girl 3 was placed in the column designated "neither" 
because her response was "no." She further commented that it 
was not because or the social worker herself • but rather what 
she stood for. Girl 1 feels that she would not tell anyone 
something that was really bothering her. 
Questions 8, 9. 12 am 13 were designed to discover 
how the delinquent girl perceived the workers as shown in 
tables 21, 22, 23 and 24. 
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TABU!: 2l 
Question 8. Whom do nurses relll1nd fOU most of? 
Thelll8 VII • Image of the Worker Pun1-
Authoritar1an Non-authoritarian Both tive 
Oirl 
l l 
2 1 
3 l 
4 l 
The responses were as follows: 
Another wouan or older aiater. 
Mother. 
People that help and aunt. 
TABLE 22 
Question 9. Whom do social workers remind fOU most of? 
TheiiiB VIII. Image of the Workers Pun1-
Author1tar1an Non-authoritarian Both tive 
Oirl 
1 1 
2 1 
3 l 
4 l 
The responses were: "nosey auntJ' "mother," "father, 
" 
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'l'ABLK 23 
Question 12 • Do YIJU feel as tbo~ the nurse would still 
Uke):u it she f'o out YOU were not g1V11J5 
her t e true taoti about your problems? 
Theme III • Image of the Workers 
Authoritarian Ron-authoritarian Both Punitive 
Girl 
l l 
2 l 
3 l 
4 l 
Those that answered "yes" were placed in the 
"non-authoritarian" column and no answers were put in the 
"authoritarian" category. Girl 1 fell into the column 
designated ''both" aa she could see the nurse in either role. 
Girl 4 stated "no" with a stipulation. "not as much as 
before." 
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TABLE 24 
Question 13. Do you feel aa though the social worker would 
still like youii' she foum out you were not 
giving her the true facta about your problema? 
Them& IX. IDage or the Worker 
Authoritarian Non-authoritarian Both Punitive 
Girl 
l l 
2 l 
3 l 
4 l 
Girl 3 felt the same aa she did with the nurse. 
See table 24. Girl 4 stated "no" without a stipulation. 
Questions 4 and 7 were designed to elicit responses 
that would demonstrate how the girl perceiv·ed her own role. 
These are categorized in ta'blea 25 and 26. 
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TABLE 25 
l;lueation 4. What would you do if a friend or yours had 
slili118r pro'Dlems? 
Theme VIII 
Girl 
1 
2 
3 
4 
llllp;\"ovemant 
ot the imi• 
vidual 
Role or the Individual 
Seek aasist-
ance from 
othera Both 
Give assist• 
ance to 
Others 
1 
l 
l 
1 
None or the respondents felt as though they would 
rei'er their f1'1el¥is to the ~• or aoo1al worker am none 
indicated that they would attempt to improve their friends. 
An example or the responses 18 aa follows: 
Help her out tile beat I could. 
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TABLE 26 
Question 7. What are the things t.hat lOU think Y?U should 
do tor yourself? 
Theme VIII. 
Girl 
l 
2 
3 
4 
Improvement 
of the ii¥11-
vidual 
l 
l 
l 
Role of the Itxi1 vidual 
Seek aasiat-
ance from 
othere Both 
l 
Give assist· 
ance to 
others 
The three who fell into the column under the head!~ 
"improvement ot the 1I¥11v1dual." di.d so because they felt as 
though they were able to improve themselves. Girl l fell 
-into category deaignated "both" becauae she felt; the .same as 
the other three~ but in addition thought she needed acme 
guidance. 
An example of the responses 1a as follows: 
Try to mke a better pereon of yourself. Try to 
be better than average. *lee up for m1a takes am 
be respected. Try to aol ve rq own probleii'IB am 
look for guidance from an underetanding person. 
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CHAPl'ER V 
SUMMARY 11 COICLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
sunnerz 
This study was concerned with exploring the nurse's 
role in a reciprocal relat10nahip with social workel'a 11 givi 
service to deli~uent girls in the cOllllllUl11ty setting. 
A case conference was presented by the nurse to the 
social wor.k:ers to help them to Htter umerste.nd the type ot 
work that she was doing with the del1~uent. A questionnaire 
consisting of thirteen Questions was then given to all the 
worlcers. 
An interview schedule was constructed for the four 
del1~uent girls who were being visited by both the nurse 
and the social worlc8r • 
The questionnaire and interview schedule were 
designed to elicit responses that would help clarify the 
nurse's correlative role 11 with the social worlcera, in an 
agency giving service to juvenile delinquent girls. 
The data from both questionnaire and ~r,.terview 
schedule was analyzed by categorizing the questions into 
themes • There were four themes devised for the thirteen 
questions in the questionnaire and four for the twelve 
• 
• 
questions on the interview schedule, thus mald.ng a total of 
twenty-five questions and eight themes. 
Conoluaiona 
The conclusions that were derived fl'an the eight 
themea are as follows: 
1. The nurse should stay in the realm of lwr own 
profession and not infl'inge upon the area or social work. 
2. The nurse should be assigned to delinquent girls 
with specific health problems rather than to all delinquents 
3. A reciprocal relationship between the nurse and 
social worker can make for more e.ffecti ve pl.anni%'16 in the 
care or the delinquent girl. 
4. The nurse is able to fit into health and social 
agencies, but if she is connected with the latter she should 
be primarily render11'16 health services. 
5 • The term "parole officer" has a punitive 
connotation and the term "nurse" a non-punitive one. 
6. The maJority of the delinquent girls who 
participated in this study, were able to die cern their own 
prob le11111 • 
7. The role of the nurse, to the delinquent girla, 
is that or a health worker and counselor to a limited degree. 
8. The role or the social worker is one of rendering 
social services primarily through the counseling media • 
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9. Both nurse am social worker were viewed as 
authoritarian figures by the delinquent girl; the social 
worker to a greater degree than the nurse. 
10. The delinquent girl perceived her own role as 
of self-improvement and giving assistance to others. 
ReoO!IIID8913a tiona 
The following reoommendations are made: 
1. That thiS study be repeated using a larger 
sample or delinquent girls. 
2. That a study be done to measure the effective-
ness or the nurse in helping the delinquent unwed mother 
improve the care of her child. 
3. That a study be done to demonstrate in what 
way the combined forces or nurse and social worker have 
caused ohanges in the girls 1 bella vior. 
4. That a study be done to assess the health 
services most needed by the delinquent adolescent. 
5. That a study be done to determine if the girl 
who does not have a specific health problem has needs which 
can be met by the nurse through counseling. 
6. That a study be done to reevaluate the roles of 
all workers, on the health team, 1n relation to the problem 
of the juvenile delinquent girl. 
7. That a closer nurse-social worker understal¥11ng 
be developed in relation to their respective roles in the 
APPDDIX A 
SOCIAL WCIU!ERS QUBS'l'IONNAIRE 
l. Wbat types of services do you think nurses should give? 
2 • What types of services has she gi van that you think she 
should not give? 
3. Do y-oU think the nurse am social worker can work 
tagether effectively to give better service to the 
delinquent girl? If "y-es" please tell in what way this 
may be accomplished • It •no" pleaae tell why this may 
not be accomplished. 
4. Can you visualize a nurse as a consultant in your agency, 
referring prObleiiiB to you that the delinquent girl 
presents to her? 
s. Can you see the nurse as a consultant in your agency 
referring proble1118 of the delinquent girl to other 
agencies? It "y-es" to what types of agencies? 
6. Do y-ou think that there is some overlapping of the 
services that the nurse aDd social worker give? It so 
what services? 
1· What oan be done to alleviate this overlapping? 
8. Do y-ou think that there are things that the delinquent 
girl might tell the nurse that she might not tell the 
social worker or vice versa? What things? 
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g. What connotation do you think the term "parole officer" 
baa for the delinquent girl? 
10. How do you feel about the nurse work:l.ng in TOUr 
setting? 
11. Can you conceive ot the nurse as being a Uaison person 
between yourself and the delinquent girl? Explain. 
12. What types or proble1118 do you think should be referred 
to the nurse? 
13. Whet connotation do you think the term "nurse" has for 
the deUnquent girl? 
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APPENDIX B 
INTERVIEW SCHBDULE 
1. What do ye>u think your proble118 are? 
2. How do ye>u feel the nurse can help ye>u with your 
problell8? 
3. How do yOU think the social worker can help you With 
your problems? 
4. What would you do if' a i'rieni of yours had similar 
proble118? 
5. What are the things that yOU think nurses should do for 
you? 
6. What are the things that you think social workers should 
do ror ye>u? 
7. What are the things that you think yOU should do for 
yOurself'? 
8. Whom do nurses remini yOU 111011t of'? 
9. Whom do social workers remind J'OU 111011t of'? 
10. Are there things you would feel more free to discuss 
with the nuree? 
11. Are there things you would feel more free to discuss 
with the social worker? 
12. Do ye>u feel aa though the nurse would still like J'OU if 
she fount out you were not giving her the true facts 
about 1'0\.Jr problems? 
13. Do you feel as though the social worker would still like 
you if she f'OW¥1 out you were not giving her the true 
faote about your probl8118t 
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